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Proposal RecOmmends
University Run KUNM

Vanessa Otero heads across a grassy knoll near Scholes Hall in her search for a missing Easter egg.

(Photo. by Helen Gaussoinl

Recommendations
concerning
KUNM Radio Station's status are
high on the agenda for Tuesday's
Board of Regents meeting at 9 a.m.
in the Roberts Room in Scholes
Hall.
Recommendations
include
approval of an operations policy
which makes the radio station "a
service of UNM, together with
KNME-TV, under the University
Vice President for Admin
istration;'' approval of the station's
1981-82 budget, and the termination _of the present_ Radio
Board.
The operations policy referred to
is one made public by Jon Cooper,
appointed chairman of the Student
Radio by UNM President Bud
Davis and also General Manager of
KNME-TV.
The .report was allegedly sent to
Davis as a "minority report" of the
Radio Board after ·the board had
hammered out a compromise
proposed charter. Davis had
requested a compromise after
receiving an expanded and revised
Student Radio Board charter which
the board wanted passed to the
Regents for approval to replace the
present charter.
The KUNM budget has recently
depended on Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (CPB) grants
of roughly $50,000ayear; ASUNM
funding at about the sante level;
some funds from GSA and community fundraising; and support
from . UNM for . overheadelectricity, use of space in Onate
Hall, and backing to qualify for
CPB funds and National Public
Radio affiliation.
The budget on the Regents'
agenda shows a proposed detailed
budget for fiscal year (f'Y) '81
which is similar to a budget 13ond
might have drawn up for the Radio
Board, continuing in the same

directions the station has been
movingin,
The university proposal reduces
the FY '81 budget by $16,000 by
eliminating a News Reporter
position
and by
reducing
operational expenses by 12 percent.
(Bond told the Radio Board last
week that operational expenses are
expected to increase 10 to 14
percent each year solely to keep up
with inflation, maintaining .a status
quo in operations).
CPB regulations require that
NPR. ~affiliate J>tations_ receiving
federal funds have five full-time
employees.
The adjusted budget shows over
$11 ,000 coming from ASUNM,
even though the recently passed
ASUNM budget included a
stipulation that ASUNM funds
would be withheld should the
administration take over KUNM.
The reductions in expenses .do
not entirely cover the reduction in
expected income, which the budget
shows solely as a drop in ASUNM/OSA revenue. Increases. front
other revenue sources are $5,000
additional from administrative
university funding, .$11,685 from
anticipated fundraising, and $2,676
from two CPB training grants, even
though a knowlegable source says
that the application deadline has
passed, and that application for
them has not been made.
The expected trend of reduction
in operational expenses continues in
a FY '82. budget, which shows a net
drop from FY '81 of 19 percent.
The '82 budget includes revenues of
$7,500 and $2,500 from Journalism
and Speech Communication,
respectively. This "academic"
funding goes to a revived News
Reporter/Instructor
position
($2,500 academic, $7,300 other);
and to the Station Manager ($3.500
continued on page 3
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Grief
Counseling
Widened
Sextial Harassn1ent
matter ifit's a teenager who's failed
a test or had a miscarriage or a
Grief over the death of a family parent who lost a 35-year-old son or
member or a good friend cart run daughter,'' she said.
She said that grieving over a
the gamut in its levels of intensity,
death
usually causes insomnia and a
Most people cmuc to accept the loss
loss
of
appetite.
and recover in time; but for others,
''The
dead person reappears in
grief can be crippling,
dreams, or the mannerisms of a
For these people; the grief stranger look familiar," White
counseling . program at the UNM said. ''Guilt and anger are also
Office of the Medical Investigator normal. Sometimes the anger is
(OMI) offers a lifeline to recovery.
directed at the doctor, nurse, the
According· to Bevedy White, person who died.''
After at least a year the person
progtam director, the Office of
Health, Education and Welfare in begins to cope with the loss of the
197$ funded the OMI grief coun- dead person and comes to a
seling program and about 45 others resolution that he must not forget
in various cities nationwide to help the dead person, but go 011 living.
OMI's counseling program is a
families who lose a baby to .crib
support systeirt, White said.
crisis
death or to Sudden lnfant Death
"It's meant to be short-term, to get
Syndrome (SlDS).
people over the irtitial hurdles,'' she
Since then, the New Mexico said. People with deep problems are
program hal' expanded to include usually referred to pr.ofessi6nal
free counseling to all famiHes who help.
lose a child up to two years old and
Counselors .include OMI's
those who have an especially physicians,
technicians,
mordifficult time accepting the death.
phologists and deputy n1edical
"I deal with families wilh investigators. Volunteer nurse.s
around. the state .are available to
continued or increased grief~''
White said. "There are predictable · counsel people in their homes.
stages in the normal grief \)rocess,
While the program can 1t he[p
behaviors and attitudes which we every family that has experienced a
can assume any person who suffers death, White said, every New
a loss goes through. It doesn't Mexico family that loses a. child to
Tamara Detrick

Being Investigated
A committee to examine
sexual harassment among
students, faculty and other
university employees in the
College of Education has been
formed by the college,
The Sex Equity Committee's
goal is to bring people to the
awareness level abOUt the
existence of sexual harrassntent
and to discuss preventive steps,
Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs for the College of
Education, John Rinaldi, said.
''There are lots of instances
everywhere of harassment when
the person does not know Ws
going on," Rinaldi, said.
Sexual harassment is defined

in a study by the Working
Women United Institute, based
in New York, 11s arty repeated

and unwanted sextwl

ad\.ta~ices,

looks, jokes or innue11does.
"Sexual harassment can range

from a look to a rape," the
study reports. It includes verbal
sexual suggestions or jokes,
constant leering or ogling,
"accidentally" being brushed
against the body, a "friendly"
pat, squeeze, or pinch, or a
forced sexual relation.
Rinaldi said the college, which
is the only one on campus
formally
examining
the
problem,
is
taking
a
premeditative action by forming
the committee. No case had been
pursued nor does one presently
exist" to have sparked the
committee's formation,
The comn\ittee Ltas held an
organizational meeting. and will
be scheduH11g additional
meetings.
Rinaldi said such ad hoc
committees exist at other
universities, and .the c.omniittee
hopes eventually to look at the
problem outside of the College
of Education.

SIDS is contacted by letter and
encouraged to contact OMI.
White said that each year about
50 New Mexico families lose a baby
to SIDS. The other 100 counseling
cases the program handles annually
Involve other causes of death.
"For parents who lose small
babiest we introduce them to .other
couples in the same situation," she
said. "It's a parent-to-parent
support system. lt's probably one
of the most successful in the
country."
The program. will experience a 30
percent government funding
cutback next year.
"We may be able to hang in
there,"
White said, "Wthe
desperately soliciting alternative
funding to keep this program
going. lt really has a statewide
reputation fot excellertce a.rtd
sensitivity .•'

Contestants in the N~w
Mexico Daily l_,obo Photo
contest should pick up their

entries before the end of this ·
week. The Lobo cannot
guarantee the photographs will

be kept after April 24.

..
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Radio Board May Go

.Atlanta Officials Find 24th
ATLANTA - The body ot' a
missing black youth was found in
the South River of southeastern
Dekalb County and pollee rushed
to the scene to begin investigating
the apparent 24th slaying of a
young bl11ck in 20 months.
The yoiJth was identified .as
Joseph Bell, who was last seen alive
at a neighborhood seafood
restaurant the night of March 2. He
was one of two youths officially
listed as missing.

Bell was reported mIssing the
next day, but was not added to the
list of missing children until March
13 because he had a history of
running away from home,

If the autopsy reveals that Bell's
DeKalb County Public Safety death was a. homicide, he would
Director Dick Hand announced become the 24th black youth to be
that medical examiners identified ,found slain in 20 months. One
the body as Bell, but details of the child, 10-year,old Darron Glass
identification process were .not who disappeared Sept. 14, 1980, is
immediately available.
still miss! ng.
Hand said the cause of death was

Taxpayers St1e Agnew
For Rett1rn of Monies
ANNAPOLIS, Md. ~ Trial
The suit is based on statements
begins Tuesday in a taxpayer suit made by several of Agnew's
seeking to force former Vice associates to federal prosecutors
President Spiro T .. Agnew to return during the investigation that led to
$200,000 in kickbacks he allegedly his downfall.
received as governor of Maryland.
Though Agnew himself· will be
Former State Roads Commission
noticeably absent from the trial, it
,Chairman Jerome Wolff, developer
likely 'Will shed -nevrlight "On the
l.B. Hammerman U and engineers
kickback sc<>ndal that forced him to
Lester Matz and Allen Green
resign .as vice president.
detailed a series of payoffs inCircuit Judge Bruce Williams
volving road contracts while Agnew
ruled Agnew's testimony would not
was governor and vice president.
be required in the suit filed by three
Wolff and Hammerman are coMontgomery County taxpayers
defendants in the case.
who filed the suit as part of a .law
school project on legal activism.
The idea for the suit grew out of
But Agnew's attorney has been a law school project undertaken by
ordered to supply the tax settlement three . students at the George
Agnew made after p)eading no Washington University Law School
contest to federal income tax in Washington. The plaintiffs are
evasion charges and resigning as seeking damages for the state on the
vice president in October 1973. The theory that taxpayers paid more for
information has never been made road contracts than they should
public.
have.

•••
••
•

:•

not immediately known, adding
that an autopsy would be per"
formed Monday in an effort to
determine how Bell died.

Firefighters us.ed a boat to
recover the body from an area of
the South River surrounded by
thick stands of trees. An official
policy of silence was clamped down
at the cr.ime scene., however, so
details on how the body was
discovered in the area were not
immediately known.
Bell's body was the fifth one to
be found in rivers in the Atlanta
area.
The bodies of two of the young
black victims on the task force Jist
- 9"year-old Aaron Jackson- Jr.and 13-year-old Curtis Walker ~
was also found in the South River
last November. Walker's body was
discovered about a mile from where
Bell was found. The bodies of three
other victims """ 21-year-old Eddie
"Bubba" Duncan, 13-year-old
Timothy Hill and 16-year-old
Patrick Rogers ~ were found in
another suburban river, the
Chattahoochee.
Both Bell and Hill lived in the
same southwest Atlanta neighborhood and there have been
reports they knew each other,

continu11d from page 1
academic, $10,500 other); and also
w a program assistant position
($4,000 academic only) which
appears to be created afresh in FY
'82.

Scientists' Opinions Vary
on 'Shroud of Turin' Origin
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
.The straw,colored image, very
- The Shroud of Turin is the fmnt to ~he naked eye, was
burial cloth of a man, but not brought out by photographic
necessarily the shroud of Jesus processs
and
computer
enhancement.
Christ, .researchers said in their
final report.
Many of the 30 experts were
Some members of the team on hand at the opening at the
said the cloth conceivably could Brooks Institute Saturqay, At
be a heat-produced image of a least two of the scientists
physicists' from the Los Alamos
statue.
The 14-by-4 foot cloth has for National Laboratories, are still
600 years been among the most skeptical.
The official report of the
prized possessions of the
Catholic Church and revered by Shroud of Turin Research
Christians everywhere. For just Project says the shadowy image
as long, its authenticity has been of a crucified man was formed
by some process scientists do not
doubted by many.
completely
understand.
A key test is yet to be made"The
miracle
may be that
carbon dating. It will be perafter
all
this
work
we can't
mitted when the church can be
figure
out
how
this
came
to be,"
assured only a minute portion of
said
Barrie
Schwartz,
a
the shroud will be destroyed by
photographer
with
the
project,
the process.
Ernest H. Brooks ll, president
The report was released to
of
the Brooks lnstitllte, a
mark the -Easter opening of an
research
and educational ill·
exhibition of photographs taken
Stitution, said, ''We are conduring five days of intensive
examination in 1978 of the death vinced that what we have found
is not a. forgery."
shroud and its shadowy image.
But physicist Larry Schwalbe
In a convention at Salt Lake of Los Alamos, said he was ncn
City, the National American
convinced. "I'm still open to the
Athiests termed the cloth the
possibility that the image was
"fraud of Turin."
not caused by a body.''
Atheist leader Madalyn
Ray Rogers, :tlso of Los
Mutray O'Hair said the shroud • Alamos, said there was a
was a "superfraud," and added, "remote" possibility that the
"It simply shows that organized image was produced by scar·
religion cannot prove the chlng from a hot etched plate, or
existence of Jesus Christ in hanging the cloth over a statue
history."
and subjecting it to heat.

Omissions from the present (FY
'.81) budget inclu\le tbe Music
Director's position, listed on the
last published staff list in the
January Zo11nds. along with
positions of Traffic, Zounds,
Clerical, Minority Aff<Jirs, and
Chief Engineer which do not appear in the budget at all.
Also, the CPB Community
Service Grant is shown on the
budget as increasing from $52,890
in '81 to $65,000 in '82. Predictions
on cuts to CPB funding are for a25
percent cut in the federal fiscal year
beginning this October, and many
expect CPB funds to dry up
completly in following years in the
face of planned federal budget cuts.

Charles Caldwell works-at scraping off old paint on the expansion bridge model in-front-of -the civilengineering buildiiJU. Caldwell was one of about 15 Chi Epsilon initiates who worked all day at
refinishing the model, (Photo by Helen Gaussoinl

business managers for due cause; to
supervise finances of student
broadcasting activities; and to
formulate overall policy for student
broadcasts, including especially a
policy of freest possible expression."
The current charter also descdbes
the makeup of the board: three
faculty, one graduate student, and
four ASUNM students, one to be a
senator, and a chairman, appointed
by the president.
The present board has sent a

letter to Davis, standing by its
original proposed charter revision,
and has received support from
ASUNM, GSA, and the Faculty
Senate for contining its present
independent status.

The present Student Radio Board
charter is fou:Qd in the ASUNM
constituition,
the GSA constituition, and the Faculty Handbook, all of which documents are
approved by the Regents.

At the Radio Board meeting last
Tuesday, board members closely
questioned
Interim Station
Manager Barton Bond about his
preparations for a budget for 198182 for approval by the radio board,
and Bond explained that he was
waiting to find out how much UNM
could afford before setting up a
budget request.

--It stipulates that the poard's
functions are to "exercise control
over all. student broadcasting; to
appoint station and business
managers: to discharge station and

'The administration -proposal-to
the regents does away with the need
for Bond to submit a budget
proposal to the board, as the Radio
Board would no longer exist

/

••
•••
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APPLICATIONS

: . are now being accepted for - ! : ASUNM Committees & Positions.!
:
Apply in Room 242 of - : :
the SUB (ASUNM Offices).
:

•••
•••

.•
•

!

•

••

:
:
•
:
•

!

•••
:
•
:
•
•
•••
:
•

•

Treasurer
Recruitment Committee
Health Center Student
Advisory Board
Voter Registration Committee
-

Ad missions & Registration
Athletic Council
Campus Planning Committee
Computer Use Committee
Continuting Education
Committee
Cultural Committee
Curricula Committee
Film Committee
General Honors Council
Homecoming Committee
Housing Committee
University Committee
On Human Subjects
library Committee
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans
H.S. Relations Committee
Tenure Review

••
•

!•

-

.·.

.

.

.

Apr. 20

8:15

$12.00

s;;~J.*e Act 11

.
•
•
•

•••

!
!
•

!
•

!

•••

!

$10.00
$ g,OO

Guest Stars
Students $2.00 Oiscount

llatmony £xptess

Sat.,
Apr. 25

8:15
Mon.,T~~s.,

t>.pr.

oo, 2.8
s

s.P.E.c.s.u.s.{l..
. l •.•.,t ot the oecade
MUSlCB n

·

· Line,,

"A CbDIUS , .

~<?.':1
!=or Matinee OniV
and Apr. 28 {I.SUNM/GS.{I. StudentsY~:;~~: on the 27th &. 28th
Matinee Tickets {1.\/allable !=or Pu
..
.
2:15p.m.

. .
.
LE ATTHE
TICKETS AVAILAB OFFICE OR
POPEJOY HATLMLA~~~R OUILEiS
ALL TICKE .
· ·

•
:
•
••
•
•

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

•

!

••
.
······························"
••

TON\TE

•

1830 Lomas

The
•••••

0

•••

~

.........

''

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
$189Withcoupon
Open at
Reg. s2 2'
11:00 Dally
Use our convenient drive up windows at
Other Locations
1830 Lomas at Vale
10015
Central NE
4700 Menaul NE
expires 4/26181 11200 Montgomery NE
Central NW
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Thanks for the Confidence
A week and a half ago, UNM students voted 4 to 1
to support Daily Lobo funding. For those of us who
work in the grime pit at Marron Hall, it Was a great
vote of confidence. For those of us who are about to
start a very .long year of 160 issues, it provided an
opportunity to think about what our job means - an
opportunity to determine the Lobo's role on campus.
Old time. staffers can easily tell you what our role
isn't, We are not a nawsletter for campus
organi~ations. We are not ·a mouthpiece for libetill
causes, And, despite complaints from some members
of ASUNM and the administration, we are not
headhunters.
We are - very simply- a newspaper. That's a big
enough role by itself, and we don't have. the time or
energy to pursue any other course. As a newspaper,
we are required to provide the most Information
pertinent to the greatest number of the community.
The Lobo can best serve the community by
remaining a newspaper. While it can be argued that
the most important information for students is a listing
of campus activities, examined closely, that argument
breaks down into hogwash. Some of the acts most
influential to a student in New Mexico take. place in
Washington, D.C.
The Lobo Would be doing the students a great
disservice if it failed to cover Reagan's funding cuts or
UNM President William Davis' reccomendations for
KUNM. As a campus newsletter, thE! p;mer wouldn't
provide thisiriforination,- and the studehts would be .
the ones to lose.
The students would lose again ifthe Lobo chose to
be the banner carrier for a special cause. Whether a
just or unjust 1s.sue, the students have the right to
decide which side they wish to take. It's only fair and,

DOONESBURY

l~~r.OOe5N'T
RJN6 A

in the newspaper business, fairness is a big deal.
Student journalists <lre perhaps the most idealistic
of th.e species .. Fresh from lectures on ethics and libel,
they haven't slid into complacency about objectivity.
At this point, they are still very much aware of dangers
of irr!lsponsibllity,
We are students and constantly learning, just like
you. And, although we consider ourselves
professional in attitude and behavior, we don't always
know exactly what we are doing. Within our news
hole constraints that means sometimes something
that should be covered isn't, We try very hard to
provide objective and complete reporting. In most
instances we know what we are doing.
In many ways, newspapers act as watchdogs for
the public. They provide achannel for checking up on
public servants.. Unfortunately, there is no established
system for checking up on newspapers. The public
itself is reponsible for making sure the newspaper does
its job.

!sHu
I

coutose
ARit/t!J.

Mexico Expert To Lecture
Dr

Ros·ario Green, a specialist on international
relati~ns and a leading expert on Mexico-U.S •.
relations wiiJ speak Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 147
w oodw;rd Hall on l/. S. -Mexican Relations Todayi A

which is situated on University one block north of
Grand.

Leadership Workshop Set

Leadership Styles and Skills will be. the title of a
· Meteorites: The Asteroid Connection is t.be title o.f a workshop April n from 8:30 a.m. unli1.5 p.m. at the
lecture scheduled for today at 8:15p.m. m tbe KJVa
Lecture Hall by an internationally recognized space
scientist.
The speaker will be Dr. Klau~ Keil, a UNM g7?logy
professor, director of the Inshtllte of MeteontJcs at
UNM and UNM's 26th Research L7cturer. . .
Selection as Research Lecturer~ m recogmuon.ofan
outstanding record of research, IS one of theh1gbt;st
honors the University bestows on members of Its
faculty.
. .
.
Tbe talk will cover ev1dence that meteontes
originate from asteroids and information a.bout what
humankind can expect to Jearn from meteontes.
Keil establislled a meteorite research ~rogra~1 at the
University of Sao Paulo and recently mve~!igate? a
meteorite recovery program covering the entire natto~
of Brazil. A country whicbis larger than tbe U.S .. ~ell
said that Brazil is ''a place where many meteontes
should be found."

It all comes down to one point the Lobo's role in
the UNM community is to gather, investigate and
publish news importantto the students and faculty of
the un1versity. A very big responsibility, indeed. But
the even bigger responsbility of making sure the Lobo
does its job lies with the community.
We need relevant input from the people we serve.
We need to know what it is you like or want in the
_newspaper. Anything you would like to suggest we'd
like to hear. Write a letter to the editor or come by the
newsroom and talk to somebody. Public input helps
the newspaper grow. It helps the nE;~wspaper fulfill its
role. It helps the newspaper provide the service it
owes the community.
Oh, yes - thank you - for the vote of confidence.

Sheraton Old Townlnn, Albuquerqul!.
The workshop will cover leadership sty.les -.how t~
assess and improve tbem - and the dtmenstons o
leadership,
The workshop will be lead by Dr. John Cantwell, a
management consultant.
Reservations are being taken at tbe Management
Development Center, R.O. Anderson Graduate
Scbool.of Management.

Handicapped Seminar Set
Motivation is tbe title of a lec~ure scheduled ~or
Saturday beginning at 8:30 a.m. m the UNM KJva

Auditorium.
.
f · · · 'II b
Dr. Jim Payne of the Universtty ~ VJrgmta Wl e
tbe speaker. The lecture .is ~art of s.enes of Je~tures an~.
workshops on leaders~JP m sp:CJal educatiOn span
sored by the UNM specml educatmn department.
Payne will also conduct a seminar April 26 through
0
A ril 28 on vocational programs and strategies for
P d'tcapp~
. d . 0 utb at the Tres Lagunas Ranch, north
Tewa Ceremonial Perfotmances: ~he Effe~ts ojhan

. t T . sp eak
AntlIropoIogis

J'

tourism on an Ancie/11 Pueblo lndta'.t Music andof:ecos, r.e .information about the lecture and
Daitce Tradition is the tide of tbe ftrst Rnth ES
?r r m~ontact Steve Bloom in room 223 of the

Editor:
interests and needs of the university community and
the people of New Mexico more effectively than the
Radio Board can?
What is the reason for joining KUNM and KNME
Under common management? Will KUNM become
become an extension or subsidiary of KNM E?
Who is the Director of Broadcasting Who will
manage both KUNM and KNME?
How will KIJNM's programming be affected by the
change in administrative structure?

Tamara Vetrick

Jill Drayson Street, a UNM doctoral student in

antropology, wiJI give tbe lecture. The annual lecture
series is co-sponsored by Maxwell Museum ~nd tbe
t~nthropology department through a .donatwn. by
prominent MaxwelJ donor Ed Kenne;ly m memory of
Mexican Perspective.
.
. .
his wife. Tbe sedes wiJI annually honor a doctoral
Green was formally a professor of Internatmnal student in anthropology.
Rei ations at the Colegjo de Mexico and is currently a
Kennedy is a New York investment banke~ wbo ~as
research professor at Centro de Estudios .Sociales y
donat.:id a large number of Navajo ceremomal design
Economicos dd Tercer Mundo.
He will be speaking as part of a Mexican festival of rugs to tbe museum. He will come to Albu.querque to
films and conferences sponsored by tbe Southwest attend the lecture, which is open to the public.
Hispanic Research Institute.

Meteorite TaJk Scheduled

Davis Proposal Raises Questions

Why should the Radio Board be abolished? Has it
proved to be ineffective in governing KUNM?
Can Vice President .Johnson represent the diverse

JIJSTAPR!FT·
!'R. fF!JM

/3EL/... {.{!HO COWRAOO.

Letters

On Tuesday morning the Board of Regents will
consider a recommendation from President Davis that
the Student-Faculty Radio Board be dissolved. In
place _of the Radio Board, President Davis proposes
that KUNM be operated "together with KNME·TV,
under the University Vice President for
Administration, and managed by the Director of
Broadcasting."
· ·
Since its inception in the 1960's KUNM has been
funded by fhe student body and jointly controlled by
students, faculty, and administration through the
Radio Board, The Radio Board is designed to insure
that all segments. of the university community are
represented in thEi governance of KUNM •. If President
Davis's proposal is accepted by the Regents, Viee
President Johnson and the Director of Broadcasting
(does such. a person or position now exist?) would
exercise complete control over station polfcy and
programming. This proposal raises significant
questions:

Campus Briefs

by Garry Trudeau

Workshop To Present
Self-Hypnosis Benefits

Kennedy Memorial Lecture scheduled fqrTbuesdayl. at ~cl:~gae ~fEducation or call2'17~5018.
p.m. al UNM's Maxwell Museum of Ant ropo ogy,

_

"Hypnosis is the complete
opposite of what most people
think. It's not a form of sleep. or
being unconsciqus.. It's not bemg
controlled by another person,
Hypnosis means yo~'re more ~ert;
more awake; more Ill control, an
adjunct professor in tbe UNM
School of Medicine said,
According to Dr. Norman Katz,
tbe professor wbo is also a director
of hypnosis trai.ning [or the
Proseminar Institute m San
Francisco, people can learn to
harness this increased self-~ontr.ol
to enhance tbe quality of tbetr daily
Jives.
"Sel f-bypnosis is a way of
learning to use imagery ~nd
daydream-like states to . ach1eve
goals
and
solve
personal
problems," Katz said •• :·n•s very
hea1tby for most people.
According to Katz, ther7 are
different types of self-~ypnos1s: ~he
".inner trance" expenence, Which
involveswithdrawing from~extemal_
stimuli; and tbe "ext~rnal trance,"
in which the. subjec~ ab~orbs
himself in a smgle act!On hke a
television program or a good
dinner.
The name "hypnosis" is about
200 years old, but the process has
been around at least 3,000 years.
There exists .documented evtdenc.e
of its :use in ancient Egypt, w~e;e It
was usually used for r~hg1ous
rituals, for inspiration or gmdance,
Katz said.
Today, hypnosis research i~ be!ng
combined with yoga, meditation
and beha.vioral training to help
emphasize ' perforJ!!ance and
creativity, and alleviate harmful
stress.

Stress levels have increased
·~
"It'
tremendously, Katz sat,..
. s
important to be able torelax .tn 15
minutes rather thall take the !lfternoon off. Self-hypnosis is a ~ay
10 achieve deep levels of relaxatmn
very quickly," be said.
Katz said the popular view. of
. hypnosis as a stage demonstratiOn
in a night club act is inaccurate.
Hypnosis today is a skill, a to.ol
more effectively applied to babtt,
mood and pain control, creativity,
relaxation and tbe enhancement of
sexual and aesthetic experiences, he
said.
To illustrate his point, Katz will
conduct a day-long workshop ?n
sci f-bypnosis, its uses and tts
mechanics.
The seminar is offered through
the UNM Bureau of Conferenc~s
and Institutes and will be held Apnl
18 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in tbe Pete
McDavid
Honor . Lo~ng~,
University Arena. Regtstrat!On IS
$65,
For more information, call the
Bureau -- 0 r Conferences and
Institutes at 277-3751.

register now
WelL NOW, 7111/T'S
.JVsrWHRT()(JR

Dissolution of he Radio Board also raises larger
questions concerning the nature of student and
f~~~lty participation in and control of university act1v1t1es and the role of the ASUNM and Faculty Senate
constitutions, both of which provide, for the Radio
Board's existence.

FIF/11 GRIIP!RS I'RECIS!tY.
NcciJ. •. TRIIOI~
.. " '
7101{/lL VIILIIES MISS Bl.IIT.Z,
INSTilUO BY IIMOTHE/1
MIITERNIIL. FIGURE/
IIUTIIOR/TY. I

President Davis's proposal to the Regents does not
provide any reasons for dissolving the Radio Board· it
simply advocates that it be done. I trust that the
Regents Will not act hastily in this matter and will
carefully consider the results and implications which
adoption of President Davis's proposal would have.

MAZATLAN
BRACe
Y0f/R5Ct.F,

MIPPU

IIMcRIC/1.

2216 Central SE
265-5986

/

June7-12
294-2370
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Is scekin~ students to supplement its summer work
force in tbe Albuquerque/Santa Fe area.
For more info, attend our meeting at:
Mitchell Hull

Mon. April20
to: 30 l :00 3:00

Rm. U7

6:00

Urn. 119

1:00 3:(JO

Unt. IIi

6:00

Hm, 21:~

10:30 1:00 3:00

Rm. ll7

6:00

Urn.)l9

1:00 3:00

1\m. ll7

6:00

Um. 213

Tucs, .April2l
Mon. AJlril27
Tttcs. A prii2S

Earn
$230
per week!
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Einstein Had 'Light Touch'
With the formulation. of his
g<;ner<J.l relativity theory, Albert
E:mstem ·changed the thinking of
t~e 20th century. His theory
disputeq old icleas about gravitation
which had dominated physics since
the days of Issac Newton.
Newton believed that two bodies
attract each other with a force
depending !lpon their mass. and
their clistance apart.

!·'

"Einstein (lidn't say th<~t what friends, is completing three years of
people had done in the 19th century work on a scientific biography
was.wr~~g. foie said that lt was not abo!lt the life of the early physicist.
precise, ·a fnend of Einstein said.
University
A .. Rockefeller
Pais met Einstein at the Institute
P?YSICJst, Dr. Abraham Pais, who for Advanced Study in Princeton,
dis~usse(l phys~cs with Einst~Jin New Jersey, after he arrived in 1946
durmg the last nine years ofhis life, from hfs native Hollanq.
spoke at UNM Fri(lay to nearly2QO
people,
·
Einstein's theory of relativity
Pais, one of Einstein's personal states that gravity from matter in
space distorts or curves the
~ovement of other matter in space;
m other words, space is curved. As
an example, light is bent when it
appr.oa~hes an area of great
gravitational pull, such as a star,

Peter Pierotti, former ASUNM
vic.e·president, has been <\ppointed
state coordinator for a national
student action day AprU 23, 19\ll.

i
!

·[.

\

After Einstein's discovery of the
bending of light, "he was so excited
that in his own words, he couldn't
work for three days," Pais said.
"When you come to extreme
velocity," Pais said, "you can see,
experimentally, that Einstein was
right an.d that Newton had to
abdicate."
When word of Einstein's
discovery became known, "he
became recognized by his peers. as a
man of extraor(linary genius. With
a light touch he changed the nature
ofphysics," Pais said.

Dr. Abraham Pais

Student Action Day
To Support Education

UNM Woman Named
Otitstanding Sttident

-E:insreiri-sent a letter to Presfclent
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1939
abou~ the possibility of building an
atomic bomb. Pais said that after
~ews of the bombing of Hiroshima
m 1945, Einstein was clismayed
The award is macle annually by
because he had wanted to build the
the
.soci~ty to an outstancling UNM
bomb as a means to study of
engmeenng student.
nuclear energy,
Dr. Gerald \V. May, dean of the
Pais said that in Einstein's later
UNM
,College. o~ Engineering, said
years, the two often dil;agreed on
he believes this 15 the first time a
theories of physics.
·
woman has been selected to receive
Pais, 62, is now touring the the .award. Of the six students
country giving lectures about nommated to receive the award
Einstei11. His book will be com- three were women, he said.
· '
pleted in about two mo.nths and
Mulh~m, who has a 3 . 8
should be available sometime next
gradepomt
~verage, said she ex~
year.
pects to receiVe her master's degree

in the spring of 1982. However she
said she is Ullcertain about whai sbe ·
will do once she receives the degree.
"I want to get a broad
background so I can take advantage
of a wider range of options when 1
get finished, aut, I'm just taking
one step at a time right no.w "she
·said.
'
Mulhern said her husband
himself an engineer. and her son;
have given her full cooperation.
"My husban\l encouraged me to
take up engineering initially" she
said.
'
"I feel very honored," Mulhern
said. She was presented with a
plaque at a luncheon meeting held
at UNM, attended by about 500
people during Natio.nal Engineers
Week.

A few hundred Albuquerque
students will soon get their
scientific imaginations stretched in
a special showing of Star Wars and
a Science Fact and Fiction show.

,.

,.
.;

'"

The show will take place
tomorrow, at 4 p.m. at the Cinema
East Twin Theatre, 9719 Candelaria Rd., N.E.
The show is sponsored by the
Southwest Resource Center for
Science and Engineering at UNM.
The Resource Center is a pro.gram
funded by the National Science
Foundation to. encourage the involvement of under-represented
groups in science and engineering.

"Star Wars has captured the
minds and imaginations of
)'oungsters of all ages over the
world," said Dr. Richard Griego,
director of the Resource Center.

"Within Star Wars, there are
current and future science and
technology achievements from
lasers and holograms, to computerS
and robots. The movie itself is a
major techno.logical breakthrough .
for computer graphics," he said.
"We want to get youngsters
interested
in science
and
engineering and Star Wars already
has their attention. We hope we can
show them how science is part of
the movie and the movie is
science,'' Griego. said.
Besicles the movie, the students
will be treated to a laser light show,
holograms, physics demonstrations
by Kelvin Parrish o.f the UNM
Physics Department and displays
on the space shuttle and by Sandia
Laboratories and the UNM Medical
School,

&Jlf Vihat,/eJ

"//~

and :.Yfa/I/I,Jf O)fa{/"'tfn

Th~ goat of Ills and Pills is to pro.vide basic drug
information to the community of the University of
New Mexico. Drug information ~ often contro.versial, contradictory and is constantly changing.
Also., no Ills il.nd PlUs article should be used as a sole
guide to self-treatment or drug use.

His blo.od sugar levels dropped dramatically and his
overall health improved significantly. The pancreatic
extract was named insulin. Insulin therapy !las
become the treatment of choice in the treatment of
Diabetes Mellitus.
The specific mechanism of action of insulin is
ln 1920, Frederick G. Banting began the practice
currently not known. ln general, insulin incr~ascs the
of medicine in Lonclon, Ontario. During his first
uptake of glucose by the cells of the human body.
momh of practice he received one patient. With
Diabetes Mellitus is a disease in which the pancreatic
co.nsiderable time available, he perused the various
production of insulin is impaired. Since glucose is the
medical journals. After reading an article by Moses
cell's primary energy sonrce, a lack of insulin
Barron on pancreatic duct ligation, a thought flashed
essentially results in a cellular starvation effect.
through his mind somehow relating the pancreatic
Thus, the provision of insulin via. injection results in
islet cells, pancreatic function and diabetes. His
effective glucose uptake by the cells of the human
thoughts were unclear but he decided to. enter
body.
research in this area. Shortly thereafter he consulted
Insulin preparations available today are prepared
a number of professors in London and requested
from beef, pork ora mixture ofthe two. Fish insulin
laboratory facilities. At first he had problems but
is available in Japan and sheep insulin is currently
ultimately he obt<1ined permission to begin ex·
being studied. Soon, a bacteria-produced insulin wiJI
periments May 16, 1921, at the University of
be available.
Toronto. Banting was assigned an assistant, Charles
The side effects of insulin consist mainly of
H. Best.
hyperinsulinism (too much insulin) and allergic
-·-Banting and Best began their experiments by - reactions.depancreathdng (removing the pancreas) dogs. Then
Hyperinsulinism occurs When the.diabetic patient
they ground up the pancreata and mixed the ground
overdoses on insulin. The overdoses usually occur as
pancreata with saline solution. Finally, they injected
a result of unanticipated changes in blo.od glucose
diabetic dogs with the pancreatic extract. After the
levels (lue to omission of meals and increased
injection, the blood sugar levels of the diabetic dogs
exercise.
dropped rapidly.
AUet.gic reactions occur in about 25 percent of
In 1922 Banting and Best treated their first patient
(ljabetics who take insulin. Allergic reactions usually
with their pancreas extracts. The patient was a 14consist of localized itching, redness and swelling at
year-old diabetic boy named Leonard Thompson.
the site of .injection. When allergic reactions occur,
The boy was admitted to the Toronto General
the diabetic is usually switched to another type of
Hospital with dangerously high blood glucose levels.
insulin.
Although insulin usc combined with proper blood
Leonard's prognosis was poor and death within a
short period of time was eminent. Banting and Best
gluco.se monitoring and dieting techniques has
obtained permission to administer their extract to
greatly improved the prognosis of the diabetic
Leonard in a "last ditch'' effort to reverse the boy's
patient, their lifespans are significantly Jess than that
illness. After administration of the p(Jncreatic exof the general population. Insulin is only a fonn of
tract, Leonard's symptoms reversed dramatically. tre.atment o.f diabetes, not a cure.

ROCKIN'

GIT\'OUR

Skills Center
Workshops

CST Rev~ew workshop . Monday April 27 2-4pm

The Associated Students of New
Mexico (ASNM) voted Satwclay,
March Z&, to adopt the proposal on
a state-wide basis at Pierotti;s
request. "Plans are already being
made to involve an interestecl state,
local and campus organizations,"
Pierotti said.

Resource Center To Spomor
Special 'Star Wars' Showing

Kathy L Mulhern

Mrs. Kathy L. Mulhern 32 a
first-year graduate-- - stud~nt ' in
mechanical engineering at UNM,
has been named "Outstancling
Student of the Year" by the New
Me~ico Professional Society of
Engtneers.

Over 30 student leaders
nationwide, including Pierotti,
helped coordinate the proposal with
the United States Student
Association. The proposal states,
"The purpose of the National
Student Action Day is to provide
students and other friends of
·education the opportunity to
demonstrate their support for
higher education."

Pierotti said, ''The theme for the
effort will be 'Education is our best
defense' and will promote the idea
that th.ere is s.upport for higher
education Wlthou.t financial
restraints.''

l

(stgn up at the Skills Center in advance)
Reading Workshops
Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

4·21
4·24
4-28

5-1

9:30-10:30 a.m.
10-11 a.m.
9;30-1 0:30a.m.
10·11 a.m.

0 utlining
Outlining
Preparing for exams
Preparing for exams

English Workshops
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

4-21
4-22
4-2S
4-2 9

2:30-3:30 p.m.
a~ ·.12pm
3.30 p.m.
1 -130
am -12pm

Proofreading
Proofreading
Thesis/Support match -up
Thesis/Support match-up

i.1

Math 1 00/120 Worksho s
Regular workshop schedule
f>
Regular workshops will be held through May 1

are a band that plays the blues
but transcends blues-band
stereotypes:' First, listen to
"One's Too Many" written by
Nick Lowe and Kim Wilson. Then.
listen to the rest of the album
and. get your "Butt Hockin:"

Nobody plays the blues like
The Fabulous Thunder birds.
New York Times music critic
Robert Palmer claims "They
aren't just the finest white
blues band presently work~ng
••• The Fabulous Thunderbuds

DON'T MISS
THE FA13ULOUS
THUNDEr\131r\DS
Tonight, April20, 9:00pm.

Clar,poli•~
ReCords~nd Topes

The album CHR 1319
Produced by Denny Bruce for Takoma

Recorda PrCiduclions

at the Golden Inn

Watch May 1st Daily Lobo for
closed week review workshops

Skills Center 3rd
·. floor
. ·. · ·· nnmerman Library
z·.· •

277-4560

..

-

.

RECORDS • TAPES • VIDEO

San Mateo at Menaul

5.99~TAPE
tid <._ets at Tiel <..etmaster

•
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Arts
hristo' To Show At Albuquerque Museum

A Midsu01mer Night's Dream Come True
Leslie Donovan
"Lord, whal fools these mortals
be !u
Puck, from A Mi(lYummer Night's
Dream
All year U NM Theatre Arts
Department observers have shown
Puck-like skepticism as to whether
Theatre Arts chairman Brian
Hansen's decision to present a
s.tudent
production
of
Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream was an wise one.
Many believed students could not
properly handle the complexities of
Shakespearean
dialogue,
particularly in a pl;~y as diverse and
technically demanding as A
Midsummer Night's Dream.

exceptional as demonstrated by
Charles Glover (Theseus), Chris
Overson (Demetrius) aJJd Delisa
Hall (Helena). Even actors with
minor parts are consistent and
accurate in their dialogue.

As Quince, Nouri Arif is
delightfully frustrated whlle Greg
Hansen as Flute is reluctant and
finally wonderfully campy in his
Thisbe role.
But Pave McCraken as Bottom
naturally
steals
the
Rude
Mechanicals' part of the show. His
vivid portrayal expertly combines
all the pompousness, the pathos
and the ultimate ennobling of one
of Shakespeare's strangest, rrtost
lovable characters.

The pairs of lovers played by
Hall and Overson (Helena and
Demetrius), Anita Merriman and
Kenneth Wimmer (Hermia and
Lysander), and Glover and Holly
Hodo (Theseus and Hippolyta),
true to Shakespeare's text, aU reyeal
subtle yet distinct development of
their characters.
Yet, Hall and Overson appear
more comfortable with the
Shakespearean conventions and
language. The audience senses that
they fully comprehend their lines,
while Merriman and Wimmer
sometimes Jack the ability to
successfully control the Elizabethan
meter.

But when it opened last week in
Rodey Theatre, all doubts seemed
foolish, critics suddenly resembled
donkeys and UNM's Theatre Arts
Dept. was as magically ennobled as
ifit hadturned1ead into gold.
-- - Still,- what Merriman -and
Wimmer lack in technique, they
The production is remarkable; it generally make up for with a more
is dramatically satisfying and expressive and humorous invisually extraordinary as this most terpretation of their lines.
lyrical,
most imaginative of
The Rude Mechanicals are
Shakespeare's comedies requires.
exaggerated to perfection. All of
All the students give creditable them are hilarious. In The Most
performances. Their command of Lamentable Comedy they .have the
Elizabethan English, for the most audience beside themselves with
part, is .good - sometimes even laughter,

Even so, it is in the presentation
of the fairies th!\t Hansen excellsand they 11re a marvel.
Titania and Oberon, played by
Laurie Daniels and Peter Ho!Hns
Wray, also give powerful, wellexecuted performances, though the
costume-enhanced concept of them
as diametrically opposed elements
of nature is puzzling When considering the original text.

••

•

: DOYOUHAVEANYZITS? ~
•
•

!
•
•

!

••
••
•••
•••
•
:

Oberon's attendents,. on the
other hand, appear as bard, solid
creatures whose movements are
slow, heavy and close to the
ground.
It is impossible to discuss the
f!liries without discussing the visual
effect created with costumes by
David Navarro Velasquez and
scenic design by Roy Hoglund, for
it is the visualness ·Of this
production th!lt makes it successful
and exciting.
VelasqtJez' s fairy costumes are
packed with color, sparkle and even
electric lights.

He (lresses Titania's fairies in
leotards transformed into fantastic
creations,
bizarre
headresses,
pointed shoes and gloves with
As RObin GQodMIPW, Meg extremely long, pointed, limber
Howell is superb. She has beautiful fingers which give them a woncontrol of some of the play's most
derfully unnatural stage presence.
difficult language, and she projects
every word with professional
Oberon's attendants dressed in
clarity.
earth colors, which blend with the
stage floor, provide nice contr11st to
Her movements are graphic and Titania's fairies.
compelling; at times it's hard to
However, sometimes the fairies
imagine Howell is human.
are too unnatural, suggesting a
iitania's fairy attendants move disturbing, almost demonic element
fluidly and sensuously, as if they absent in the original text. This is

~·························~····················
•
•

!•

are creatures that cannot keep still,
entwining themselves around each
other and Titania, vocalizing odd
purrs, clicks and hisses.
·

The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center.
needs volunteers with acne, to help determine the effectiveness of a new
topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination
every other Saturday morning starting April 18 through July 11 and should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
.
For further .information contact Erma Pinon at 277-3136, Student
Health Center.
For further information contact
EnnaPinon
277~3136

Student Health Center

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

particularly true with Oberon,
whose dynamic black and red
costume gives him a malicious aura.
Even so, Velasquez's fairy
costumes are marvelously inventive
and basically successful.
The lovers' costumes are
reminiscent of Renaissance dress,
though in the women they are more
flowing and expressive than period
costumes and also slightly
provocative in an innocent sort .of
way,

.

work has consistently
a center of controversy due to
scale and undeniable prescence.
of his large scale outdoor
have required the formation
a financing corporation which
:char1ges smaller scale works by
for stock to finance the
structural
feasability
and environmental impact
atementts.-

The set makes the fairies even
more other-worldly and is a good
device to simplify the problem of
making characters invisible.
As a whole this production is
very professional. It presents its
audience with a fine production o(
a fine play. Foolish though it may
haYe been, it works -and that's no
dream.

Zapper' s Video Games

one coupon per couple ..
.
Tuesday and Wednesday (4-21, 4-22) only

. .
•

A Couple for a Couple

•

ads

1 girl+ 1 guy= 2 free games
2 girls= 2 free games

.I
I
I

2202 Central SE next to the Po.sh Bagel

SMALL
LSAT •
GRE PSYCH • GRE
• MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT ·CPA· TOEFL

.

----------

~-HMPUIN
EOOC"ATIONAL CENTER
fest Preparation Speeia.fJstS
Since 1938

For inlormatton, PJMse Call:

265•2524

caH 277-5656

CLASSES START:
LSAT ·4/25
GMAT- 5/31

and find out about
being seen in the

ENROLL NOW!

sceenings of four of Christo'.s
documentary films - Wrapped
Walk Ways; Wrapped Coast;
Running Fence; and Valley Cur.
tain.
The lecture and films 11re free to
the public, and will take place at the
Museum which is located at 2000
Mountain Road. N.W,

· Gt•ndt•atlc,.t Blaek & lVhite Pot•trait Speelal
4, 8 x 1.0" portt•nits S15.f)0 ,.;~~';;
Urltj,lt ihl~ .,\d (i!.'\'i~• •htn&: 1

· WeUse

l;j.i'IKODAK
t••·odttets
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Cris Williamson
.

-UNM-EnergyConserv_atkm- Program

Receive a FREE medium drink,
with the. purchase of a
WHOPPER® sandwich.
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohiited by law.
Valid only through May 30, 1981
Good only at: 1916 Central S.E.

Speda/i::.iug Jn:

* Management

* Engineering

" Data Pro<:cssing
'' Sales
* Finance - At•counting

I lost 4 dress
sizes in
4weeks.
'The kuls roared when. I popped my
zipper 1n front of the dass. I neve~·
thought it was posslhlc, hut .!""Jc
of 4 weeks I lost 4 dress s1zcs.

ot the 11!18'11l1U..DWU All.JI!UIJU

April 26 at 4:30 p.m.

ALBUQUERQUE

Student Union Ballroom

4919 Prospect N.E.
884-3662

Reserved Seating: $8, 7, & 6.
At the Door: $10, 9, & 8.

Student
Discount
Tickets available at SUB Ticket OHice

IJlstmnlc l<:nglne-erhJg 0ft;B11lzat.lon __,. .H.E.O. will
hold elections WCdnesda~'! April 22, al 7 p.m. in the
.Old Lecture Hill!.
NM-PIRG - Board of Dtrccton mr:e!ins in room
231·Dofth~SU13M0nda.y, Aprii21J.m 1 p.m.
The J.m~t I)IJ)'S of PC!mpeii -- Film a~ the SUB:
'fhc;;tm~: Monday and Tu~;sday. ShQW limes are 7 nnd
9 p.m. Monday, and 9 p.m. Tuesdpy,
Kappn l'!!il•hnrrnllceutfcal Frutemlt)'- FlrslArtnual
Backgammon Touwameut~ l\Ionday. April 20, at 6
p.m. u1 Orahnm Central Station. Tickels n·re .$10 at
'ficketrn~stcr nnd nrc tnx dcd\lCtable.
winner will rec.eive a trip ror ·two to MarllUnn.

National Affiliate* Executive Search
Career Development

'Che CluJnfler an4 the Ch4n1Je4

in Concert

;!77-j02.0.

Conserve Energy

BOOKS
RECORDS .

·············································~~

Bridal&
Graduation
Portraits

Fiesta Commluee- I he t·testa·Lommmee IS: uuang
appliGatlons .for booths daily until April 23, FOr
inforrnnUon calt Ace .Satnnniegll -n.l. ?77-2748 or
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His most recent large scale to complete w&s to remain up for
sculp:ure The Running Fence was a three months but was taken down
24 mile long nylon fence which ran 28 hours after jts installation due to
along the barren coastal hills 50 gale force winds.
miles north of San Francisco.
The Museum's schedule for the
The Valley Curtain Project was Valley Curtain Exhibition . wi)l
begun in the summer of 1970 when include the lecture by Christo, who
Christo was artist-in-residence ·at will talk on his work friday April
the Aspen Center for Con- 24, at 7:00 p.m.; as. well as regular
temporarY . Art. Chasing from
eleven possible· sites Christo settled
on Rifle Gap on the Grand
Hogback Ridge seventy miles east
of Grand Junction, Colorado.
The Vai!ey Curtain Documen·
tation Exhibition illustrates the
evolution and construction of the
V;~lley Curtain project which was
completed in 1972. The Curtain
consisted of 200,000 square feet of
orange nylon polymid~ fabric,
110,000 pounds of steel cable, and
800 tons of concrete. It spanned
1,368 feet !\nd measured 365 feet at
its' highest point, The project
required 35 construction workers
and 64 temporary helpers to install
it across the width of the Ridge.
The project which took 28 months-

--------·-I

A Midsummer Night's Dream
will be presented again April 22-25
at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre. On
April 24, the production will be
signed for the hearing Impaired.

:

••
••
•••
••
•••

Christo exhibition is the first
person show to be held by the
Museum, and with
of Christo it promises 'o
event of momentous im-

Hoglund's stark set, based on a
vertical metal structure which
reminds one of a large tree, permits
actors, primarily the fairies, to use
vertical space as a means by whiCh
to remove char<\cters from the
ordinary.

•

••
•••
••
••

Albuquerque Museum will
an exhibition of the works
sculptor Jeanne
·
Christo which will run from
24 through June 28. The
entitled: Valley Curtain
'.c~rr1entati1ln will include armodels, dr;1wings, collages,
photographs as well as a lecture
·the artist, <~nd filmed
of his various

lip

WEIGHT REDUCTION CENtERS

Storewide Bargains
INTERESTED ABOUT MEXICO
The Southwest Hispanic Research Institute
And
The Latin American Institute
are introducing speakers on Mex.ico:
April 20th·22nd, 1981
Dr. Rolando Cordeta: Mondav, April20lh at 7:00p.m., in Woodward Hall Rm. 147.
His talk will be "The Economic Situation of Contemporary Mellico and its Implications
for the U.S.'' The presentation will be in English.
Dr. Rosario Green: Tuesday, April21 sf at7:00 p.m., Woodward Hall, Rm. 147.
Her talk will be ''U.S.•Mellican Relations Today: A Mellican Perspecfhle" The present a·
tion will be in English.
Mr. Carlos Monsivais: Wednesday, April22nd at 7:00p.m., Woodward Hall, Rm. 147.
His presentation will focus on "EI Cine Me)licano en Contra d£ su Realldad. The talk will
be in Spanish.
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Sports
Club Wins

San Diego Sweeps Series;
Lobo Baseball at 1 for 10
Steve King
At the beginning of the season
Coach Vince Cappdli said "pitching will decide whether we win or
lose". He spoke the gospel truth
but he didn't know the San Diego
State Altecs would be fifth ranked
and one of the top hitting baseball
teams in the nation. Cappelli's
Lobo baseball team lost all five
games in their series with the Aztecs
-they were outscored $8-11.

SDSU beat the Lobos 8-1 in a
single game Thursday night as
pitcher Jim Sharpe's record dipped
to 4-2. In a Friday doubleheader,
the Lobos were swept lZ..3 and 16-3
as the Aztecs ·abused five L.obo
pitchers for 26 hits including two
homers by Tony Gwynn.

Jn a twin bill Saturday the Aztecs
routed the Lobos 14-1 and 8-3 as
the. depleted pitching staff was
tacked for 19 hits, The A:<:tecs used
four homers to send the Lobos

Lobos Lose To Utah;
Take 2 From UNC

home to humiliation.
Speaking .of humiliation- Lobo
shortstop Tom Francis broke the
NCAA record for errors in one
season that was previously held by
Hubie Brooks of Arizona State.
Also, the Lobos have lost nine
straight games and have a l-9
record in WAC play.
The Lobos will play hapless
UTEP in El Paso this weekend fora
five-game series. The Miners are 010 inWAC play.

The Lobo softball team
moved their record to 24~17 as
they won two of three games in
last \Veekend's
Diamond
Invitational.
The Lobos beat Northern
Colorado twice on Saturday, 4-.2
and 6-5.
In their 6·5 victory the Lobos
climaxed a comeback with a
squeeze bunt in the seventh

inning.
Sunday the Lobos lost a
pitchers' duel to Utah State, 2-1.
"I thought we played some of
the best games we have played
all season," said Lobo coach
Susan Craig,
"TheY showed that they're
getting 'ready to play now that
conference play is corning up,"
she said.

Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
Sam-2:30pm
Tue~day - Saturday
Doctor in
residence
.

•

. · ·. .

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
.• ·

Call the :
:specialists:

1· •

a free rote quotation.

I.•

1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
(Car:sle& Gib:on)..

•

•

265-5695

.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Sl'RING

••
••
•

on sale now

Tuesday -Saturday 9:00 to 4:00

AGORA

•

••
••
•

at the following locations:

":

· · · ·L R. · · rn 131
MAfifiON HAL • · 00 ·
ASAGALLERY
UNM BOOKSTORE
ARTS MUSEUM
. t~~~NG BATCH BOOKSTORE

~
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t Final SRAC meeting, May I, 1981 *t
Forms available at GSA Office or
~
t
t
call 277-3803 for information
t
************************************
~

1981

. . . . CLIP&SAVE . . .

~

3804 CE;'\;!'RAL SE
255-4580 or 265-8781

our number is 277-3013

Criterion •

Student Research Allocation Committee
(SRAC)
for spring and summer activities

Sin<.>e
19+6

We arl' located at the ~W corner nf
~lesa Vista Hall

-.,INSURANcEcoMPANY.M

GSA

HAIR CUTS , ........ , 8:3,50
PER\lS ..... , . , .•.. , 812.00
FACIALS ............ 86.00

Need son1eone to Listen?

. . Insure your car with the •
• company you can depend
• on and enjoy these great •

• ~n~~down
payments
•
• • Money-saVing
•
deductibles
• • Affordable pay•
ment plans
• • Countrywide
claim service
• . Call
or visit todayfor

HEIGHTS
BEAUTY COLLEGE

UNM Student
Help Center

I I .... - - -

:

~

~

Helen Gaussoinl

First year track coach Del Hessel
and his Lobo track team, disguised
as the Lobo Track Club, showed
some pr.omise for next year as they
won six of the seventeen events in a
dual meet with the Colorado State
Rams Friday night at University
Stadium.
UNM got victories from Ibrahim
Huss.ein in the 3000 meter
steeplechase and Duane Rudd in the
100 meters. Lobos Roger Moore
.and Pete Serna finished first and
second respectively in the 400 meter
run and the pair of speedsters
combined with Mike Servizio and
Marty Baca to win the 1,.600 meter
relay.
In the 400 meter intermediate
hurdles, Silver Ayoo won in 53.8
with Baca taking secono with a time
of 54.8.
Lobo Ted Crouch, a former D.el
Norte standout, took the hammer
throw competition with a throw of
155-5 feet. Lobo Tom Ferrier took
second in both the hammer and the
discus. ln the steeplechase Phil
Armijo followed Hussein ln with a
time of 9:26.3.
Due to injuries the Lobo track
team has been depleted to just four
members so most of the people
running were redshirts. Therefore,
the future of Lobo track seems to
be very bright if Coach Hessel can
get local talent to come out andrun
for him.
The Lobo Track Club is a!filiated with UNM but not with the
Western Athletic Conference. The
club uses the coach and the facilities
that the team would use without
jepardizing the status of the red~
shirted athlete.

voluntt•ers trained in
listening skills and peer NJUnseling

;************************************
.
~
~
Last Chance!
~
~
*~
~
to apply for travel/researeh funds.
~
~

American
Gtncer Society ,)

Insurance?

•842 6.·.991 • . '
.

(top) /braham Hussein of the Lobo Track Club takes the lead in the
3(X)0 meter steeple chase while (bottom) teammate Phil Annijo
takes care of a course obstacle on his way to second. (Photo by

CANCER
CAN BE BEAr.~

Need Auto

Earn $20.00 a week

.

to be part of the action. I have a
certain plan in mind, but I don't
know if I'll stick to it."
Besides Seko, others expected to
challenge include Kirk Pfeffer,
Craig Virgin, Greg Meyer and
Japan's Hideka Kita, who won the
1981 Tokyo Marathon. The field is
much stronger than last year, and
the Rodgers-Seko duel has left
running fans drooling in anticipation.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I I

Do You Need
Cash?

.

Seko, 24, won the last three and fair skies. The favorable
Fukuoka Marathons and recently conditions and the strong field have
set world records at 25 and 30 led many to suspect a world record
may be in the. offing.
kilometers,
Rodgers, who also won Boston in
Jn his only appearance in Boston,
Seko finished second in I979 when 1975, had his training schedule
Rodgers set an American record of interrupted .last month when he
2:09,27. Seko's time that year of came down with the flu for two
2:10.12 was the third fastest ever at weeks. A victory would give him
five Boston titles; only 7-time
Boston.
In the women's division, Patti winner Clarence DeMar has won
Catalano of Boston heads of field more.
"The only thing I can do, really,
of 684 and is a heavy favorite to win
her .first Boston. Also in the field is win this race. If l don't, people
are 1979 champion, Joan Benoit, will say I'm on a downhill slide, just
and the defender, Jacqueline another marathoner," Rodgers
said. "It's really important for me
Gareau of Montreal.
Weather forecasts called forideat to defend my title. The pressure will
running conditions with tern" come from the competition because
peratllres in the 50's, low humidity there are such good runners. I want

OU~·'FOWN

Six Firsts

Bill Rogers R11nning for 5th Boston Title;
Win Over Strong Field Wo11ld Be 4tl1 in Row
BOSTON (UPI) ~ Sill Rodgers,
cast in the unfamiliar role of cofavorite and determin~d t.o prove
his spectacular career is far from
finisheq, seeks an unprecedented
fourth straight title Monday in the
85th running of the Boston
Marathon.
Rodgers, 33, heads a field of
6,845 official entrants who will
break from the Village Green in
Hopkinton at noon EST for the 26mile, 385-yard race through eight
communities and int.o downtown
Boston.
Eight runners in the strong field
have run marathons in less than
2:11.30. Included in that group is
Rodgers' ~hief rival and co-favorite
at 3~1, Japan's Toshihiko Seko.

Makerl of Ka!1d M"\,d•
l~dialt Jewelry

o:

·
.· . .
.. I< b 34 UNM artists
.
year's
magazine
teatureswt'oo~
performing arts
Th1s · ..
.
with a sec 1
and writers ~long usia mrn and dance.
events includmg m '

---···••IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII

111111111111.

Ready for a change of pace?
Pilot openings available now
Immediate openings for training in the world's most
prestigious flight school. No experience required. Ap·
pllcants must be college graduates, less than age 29, in good
health, and a U.S. citizen. Eyesight correctable to 20f20 may
qualify for Naval Flight Officer. Pilots require 20/20 vision un·
corrected. Salary While In flight training is $17,000 to $28,000
in four years. Excellent benefits package. Applicant must
want to travel. Contact:
Navy Aviation Programs
First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central Ave.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766·2335
See our representative on campus April23

I
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t.OST: ORANGE NOT)';ROOK nnd Psychology
t~xtbook. $5c00 r~waru. 242-111~ or 277·4121. 4/24
REWARD FOR J'HOTOGRAY, prescripfion glasses
lost by Northrop Hall. Virghti~. 877-6431.
4120

3, Services
ACCURACll GUARANTEED, Tl/PING ot
reasonable ru.te~. IBM Selectric. Judy. 821-8607,299-

1. Personals
AIJOUT con.
Right t~> Ch~>os~.
294·0171.
tfn
AGORA-WE; LISlEN, 277-3013.
4124
CONTACTS?? POLISHING?? SOLUTIONS7?
Casey Optical Company. 265,3846.
tfn
CONCI'l'TIONS SOUTHWEsT JlpRlNG 1981 on
'"lc now in Mamm B<tll131. $4,
tfn
COMET() llNM Ballroom Dance Club's spe~t~cular
~prmg formal May I, 8:00 p.m. ti> midnight in the
SUll Ballroom!!! Refreshments anct student en·
tcrtuinmcnt provi~cd. Auvancc ti~kcts: $2.00
mcmbor, $J.(Xl non·member. At door: $3.00 amt
54.tXI. Call2'17·55r4 nr 881-3087.
5/1
OYA'i!'il': IS Rf:D, perhap> it's true, but l do know
there" no llambi,like the <HW who <UW YOtt.
4120
Jli>R(;t:T J.EGAL STIMl!l.ANTSI We hnvc free
lcpul flliJ'I'Y Hour>. Joiu us in Tempe, Ari1ana on
Ma' J.J ft•r fun in the sun ;u !Jig Surf. l'or more
mtntm•llinn oall Student !'x,ur<ionl- 277·2336. 4!24
MOM ... Jt'Sf fOR you, a free knmo! Wild West
\ltas"
s.- ll
l'lU~GNASC'i TF;SUNG & COtiNSF.I.lN(j, l'hune
!47·9>lJ'!,
tfn
flt~SSI'ORT .-\NO li)F:!'iTIFit'ATION phot{)S. 3 for
'\5 r::;n~~ l owc\t pu.:~' in fH\'<'n! Fast, plea«in.g, near
l'"'M. Cull 2ftS-2M4 or ?<~me ml717 Girard nlvd.
Nl·..
tfn
1'1/.IA (TfY Sl'Jo:UAI.. One >li'e of 'hce<e pizza
w1•h tme 11f :,uur f'a•.-ontc toprings and n Jurg~ ~nfl
drmUor SL:lll phtHax with ad. 127 Harvard S.E., 'j
hh••k ··••utlt "I t'~r.tmt. Au got•d April 20, l9&l
.tl~~"~~~~~ 1\pnllf'>, 19Hl
4124
SK\UlH;: FlltST lUMP ~oursc througlt .UNM
~hd~>m~ <lub. Call Randy, 2/7.398~ orJim, R31·
!941
4/30
wf.: HOT J)J~TRJBt:nmS Pre~cripuon eycglm
frame·. tireenwirh Yillag~ tl.enuon Styles), gold,
nmb,, $~4.~(). regular $65.00. PilY I.•·•s Opticiam,
•!Xl7 M~naul NF.
lfn
ACCURATE

INFORMATION

tr~ception, st~rilil<ttion, ~bPrU~>n.

2. Lost & Found
l·lll 'ill: .Pl!JHR'S UCf:NSF. or George K. in
Nl~lllP h•l ul ( 'hetn"lrY lluildrng. Corne to Marron
llJJl rvmn B1 II• daun.
4120
·--'->-'"'
- --·
l'Ol'M): S('AJU', ROSI~ colored 'un gla~scs. glo>es
in "''"lwlogy earlkr Ibis ~ernstcr. We just received
them at I1 I Marron Hall. C'lainuhemat your leisure.
4!20

7691..

4/22

A. FA.St, FASTEa, fastest typing in townlBB\·8903,
266-3953.
4/23
F.XCt;LLENTTl/I'IST; 294-0167.
511
EXI't:Rit:NCED TYPIST. ENGLISH MA, editor,
pubU~hed writer. E<lihins.available. 266.·9~~0. 4/21
fAST, ACCURATE TYPING. Typerlght. 265·5203.
4/Zl

•'REE HAIRCUT WITH perm or bodywave. $5.00
off ull halrcyts. Villo.lialr Designs. 2914 Ce.ntra.l S.E.
255·3279. Closed Mon<lttys.
5/l
GUJTAll J.R~SONS: ROCK, clnS>ical, folk, j~zz.
Three expert teachers. Marc's Guitar Studio. 265.
3315,

tfn

MATH TllTOIUNG, 24MJ4S,
4121
MOVI'iG. LOW RATES. Call l()m. 873·0091, 262·
0037,
4/:M
PROFJ-:SSIONAL TYPIST.. THllSI!:~ •. ~
teGhni~al, etc. UlM Sclcciric•.299-1355.
Sill
QA TY!'JNG SERVICE: A complete t>ping and
cdilllrial sy>tcnt. Technical. general, legal, medical,
•·o:htdu,th;, Charts & tab!~~. 345·2125.
tfn
SPRI'IG GI!ITAR TUNF.-UPS. Reslringyounhlng!
Super 5tring selection nt Wild West Musk. 243-n29.
5111

T'ii'ING, WORD I'ROCF.SSJNG, editing, data
pruoming,. delivor)·. 268·8776 '" 265·5483.
~/1 t
fYPIST -TERM l'AI'ERS, SBl reports, resumes.
299-R970.

4 t30

T\'1'1 NG !IRM SllU:CIRJC')., 255·3337.
4t30
l'Y!'ING. F.)(Pf:RIENCED, PROMPT sep;i~e. IBM
Selc~tric II. 293·"547.
4121
TYPING, RKASONAIIl.E, COMPETENT, ex•
pcricnccd. College or business work, including
t.:;:ltnic.1btatistical. U;ing correctable Selectric. 296·
6299.
S<ll
TIPIS f: EXl'ERIF.NCEIJ IN business and tollegc
wt~rk, rccltntcal, <;talistical, :graphs, etc. InM Selectric
H. 29:1-1$47.
4t20
T¥l'INO--l'AST, ACCL'RATI:.IBM Selectric. 266·
0085.
516
TV PING SERVICe CLOSE to UNM. C'all247·35l9.
.Sill
TYPING SERVICE IN my home. Z98·7140.
Sil
WIUTING PROIILEMS-J;:NGI.ISH tutorins. CST
prep. Steve Fo•. 265·8675.
4130
WANT YOl'R OEPOSlT back? Weekend cleaning
•er> i.;e. $20.00 and up. Painting and •hllmpoo eKtra.
2~~~7:-127.
4i24

FOl'~f):

GRf.E:'II DOOKI'ACK in Psychology. Just
turned 01 or to 1~I !vl~rron Hall; could hA>e been
aroumla while. Come and gel il. Aloha.
4120
FOl'Nil: TEXAS INSTitt!ME'iTS cnlcularor
out;Hie of Mitchell Hall on 4d3. Identify and claim
ut Bl Matron Hall.
412!
}()l'NfkGI.ASSI·:S IN cnseofTerri B. Claim&! 131
Marron Hall.
4123
tOl'ND: PAIR OF prmription gt~sses in n green
,;.tsc by the Busine11 School. Identify and claim in
~131, Marron Hall
FOHill: HALF <."ERMAN Shepard, half Golden
Jl.ctric>er puppy on ~ampus. Call Kn!rina aft~r 5:00
r.rn. •17-448J.
4124
lARGE REWARO FOR w~lM taken from M>y blue
ra.:k "" Thursday, 4i9,. north tcnms ~ourt~ (ol'
que\lwn~. Be cool and call N.S •.243·2393.
4/2()
l.OS'f': IIRO\'\'N U:ATitER jacket, 4/13. Plea~e
l•rmg I<! Marwn Hall room I 3l.
4/21
1 OST: l>J'. CHRlSTOI'IIER medn11ion. 247-4636.
Reward.
4tll

4. Housing
ENOnMOUS, QUit."J' lWO bedroom furnished
to"n hou~e apartment. 1100 ~quare feet. storage,
$350.I)tilities paid, no pets. children. 842·0925. tfn
EXCUJSJn; ONE IIEDROOJ\1, heat, utilliies paid.
Securit:,• laundry, walk to UNMtTVI. 247-9675,
344·60Z3.
511)
FEMALE ltOOMMA'(f: WANTED, $90/montb, 11
bloc.~ from c;tmpu3.P!J•~ pool. 256-3233.
4120
fFJ\tAU: ROOMMATE WANTED for three
bedroom hou>e near Winrock, SI2S plus utilities.
166·3953.
4124
FOlt
Rf:NT.
EHICI£NC'i
ap~rtment.
Sl80.00<mnnth, all utilities paid. Air. conditioned,
>"tmmlng pool. laundry facilities. For more in·
f~rmation contact mident manager, 1410 Oirard
N.E. 266·8392, .Z55·62S6 or898•7Sl7.
tfn
llOtlSEMA'Tf; WANtED. 5l!'IGLI':SI80, or couple
$2~!l. $100 tlepo5it. Washcrtdryer. t:NMt!lasc.
jtc~rsn~~~·_Vtl!itie>i!1cl~de~ •.24N324.
4/'f~

Tax Audit Clinic
UN M Law School
Do you have a specific
tax question you
would like answered?
Jf you are a UNM student or employee. we

Wtll research yout quesuon and gtve you a
Wtilleo opimon. UNM Cftntcal Law. 1117
Stanlord Dr SE 277-5265
Law students wtll .allvtse y.ou wtlh the
ass 1st ance and superv•smn of a l•certsed at·
lorney

No Returns Prepared

HOl!SEMATE N£EDEI>; NON.SMOKF:Il. Two
bedroom house. $140 plus, Garden. Z68·8318, 4124
ON~; RllPROOM APARTMENT, Silver S.E.
Utilllles p(tld. Cftll 265-2860.
4/Z4
SPACIOUS. TIIREif BEDROOM hous~. Partly
furnisl!ed. Nce!l female r.oommate. May $st. $133.00
mvnthb· plus uUlitics. Washin&ton/comanch~ area.
Elaine, 884-6759 or298-546l, ext. 219.
412Z
SUMMER SESSION BARGAIN pcrio<!, 6/ls.B/10,
$450 gets you deluxe air conditioned. Pne bedroom
apartment only one bloc]{ to UNM. Two be.drooms,
$550. Free utilities. Varsi\Y House. 141 Columbia,
268.Q:S25. Kachina House. 30.1 Harvard, 265-4933.
6/11

SIJMMt:R S\J!JL~;T, FV.r.tALE frgm UNH needl
furnished one bedroom apartment near Kirtland.
Send Info to C Secor, I Elxeter, Newmarket, N.H.
03857.
4/20
SHARE NICE HOUSE with school teacher. $150
covers everything. Mike. 877-5939,
4/24
TilE CITA.OEL·SUPER!J location n¢ar lJNM &
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutc.l. I bedroo.m
or cfliciency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dlshw;~sher & >li>posal, fCCreaLion room,
swimming pool, TV <aom & laundl)l. Adult complex,
no pets. 1520 Univer~ity NEl. 243-2494.
Lfn
WANTED: f'F.MAI.EROOMMATE to share classy
townhau~c. Swimming pool, washer/dry~r. tennis
court> and more. NeM l'ennsylvaniaiMontgomcry.
883·8038 or 881·2833.
4121

5. ForSale
AN AMAZING 66 VW Sqareback. (Sort ofmnazing,
~nyway.) 9~,000 mile~. New clutch, throw-out
bearing, fuel pump, more. Recent !unc·up, oil
,;han~e. brake~. Very J!OOd condition in and out.
Runs excellently, Radials, Am/Fm/Sw, $150 takes it
now. C'all Jo1h at 294-"003, after five. Tltaox. 4124
CAR. BASIC 'fRANSl'ORT. '70 Maverick. Looks
nasty, Runs well. $250 or best offer. Joe, 277.5602
nitCS 243·5192.
41Z4
l':NGAGEM£Nl AND WEDDJNG. rings. Save
money. Many styles. Call Jerry, 881·9874 evenings

Open frorn8:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday

Priday. Ads in by noon will·appear
in the hext day's issue.
Cost 10' per word per da~1 for ads running
five or more wnseculive days. 16~ per word
through

N~~d~d: Spo;ts !nstru~tors, Offic~
Couns~lors.
Europe, Carribean,

Worldwide!
Career. Send $$.95 plu& Sl handling for
Application, Openings, Ouide to C111iseworld 174,
Box601.29, Sacramento, Ca. 95860.
4/29
COOK, SUMMER RI'SIDENT camp. Some e~·
p~rience with m~nu planning and. food ordering. Call
ThoiU Peters, YMCA. 265-iJSI!.
4/24
IMMEI)!A.TE OPENINGS: EVENINGS and
Saturdays, Public relations/tel~phone marketing,
Oood wages and cash bonus~$. A.pply 91\.m,·9 p,ln,
Monday-Friday. 2403 SanMateoN.E., suitcW-19·1l.
E.O,El.
4/22
I'RHM~:o TtiTOR WANTED. High MCAT scores.
Exc~llent pay. R~ferences, 265·~.524.
5111
I' HONE SAL'ES, I' AliT time. Mornings or evenings.
$3.50/hr.,plus bonus, plus commission. Apply 107-0
Glrartl S.E. 9-I or s;s.
4n4
Pf.JISONS TAJ,..ENl'F,D IN creative dramali~l,
dane~. sports and new games for ·summ~r youth
recreation program. 40 hours/week, 12 week
pr.ogram. Call Susan. Y.W.C.A. 293·7400, 293·5359.
4124

Sl'MMER JOBS. l'HE\"Re gelling h~rd~r to find
every year. If you qualify for our program you can
mak~ $2950.00.Jf you are ambitious we would like lo
mecL you.l'lease call 284-.5050. few openings left.
4120

S/1

7. Travel
HITTING THE ROAD2 Find a ride. Take a. rider,
Share the gas, Share the cruise. Whalever YoU do,
advertise in the Daily Lobo. We'll be glad you did.

l'~tsonnel,

S~mmcr.

$(yles. Call Jerry, 881·9874 evenings
5/6
!980 KAWASAKI 150LTO. Low mileage, extras!
Mike. :1.93-1043 after six.
41~1
MUST S~:LL liON'\' Stereo r«¢iver, pbono, \~pe.
S99. Joe, 277·5602 nites 243·51 92.
41Z4
""'f;W" IIATAVUS MOI'ED. Windshield, comfort
seat. $330.296-3493.
4120
NISIIIKITEN S!'EF.D. $100.00. Rit:t, 277-2446, 8·5.
mon~y. M~ny

41Z4
SPECIAL ON PEUGEOT, l'aunsonic and Nishiki

bic)'cles. Assorted sizes and colors. Touring Cyclis1
Shop, 3222 C~nlral S.E. 268-3949.
4130
74 SUilARU. GOOO gas mileage. Oood vehicle.
$1200 or be<t offer. 277-2715, lea\e message.
4121
TYPEWRIU:R,
SMITH-CORONA.
portable.
I~l~cltcnt condition. $35.00. 277·37.$1 or 298·8410.
Joy,e.
4/2Z

~~.

~

oNE W,\Y TICKET to Philadelphia, Pa. Valid
through MuyJlst. $149.00. CAll Ed at 265·5987.
4/20

8. Miscellaneous
t'AMOUS QUIVIRA llOOI\SIJOI' and. Photograph
Gallery is located v, block from Sobnsmt Oym atlll
C'orn¢11 S.J3, Hours; 11-2:30, Monday-Friday, Sp~cial
order service.
4120

9. Las Noticias
AU, AI'RIL. SPECIAl.. Si•teen ~cnts per word ggt~
your ~din both Personal~ and.I.~s Nolida~. Ten cents
per word gets it in l.u~ Noiiciru. (Campu'
Ot11anita1ionsanly). No other restrlcitlous.
4130
COME TO UNM llallroom Oance Club·~~pi:ctncular
>pring formal May 1, 8:00 p.m. to tnidnishl in the
S\JIJ llallroom!!! l(efteshrnents and student en·
tert.ainment tlfovided. Advartce tickcLS: SZ.OO
member, $~.00 non•mcmber. At door: $3.00 and
$4.00. Caii277-$S74 or 8Sl·3087.
.$/1

.,_

-

NURSING ....
the Army way!
SFC Hoyt Claburn
El Paso Recruiting Area
4111 N. Mesa
El Paso, TX 79902
Tel: 915·544·886218863

Need a Dentist?
Dr. Ronald Ziemann, O.O.S.
offers
UNM Students, Staff,
and Faculty a Professional
Teeth Cleaning
for $10.00 plus his regular
10% off on all other dental
services. Call296·5561 for
an appointment
10820 Comanche NE

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
times(s) beginning--------under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Ser·
vicesj 4 . Housing; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

$~-Placed by~-~-~- Telephone-~~-

CITY..

- ·..

Week Long Super Specicd
1 slice cheese pizzn with any

I

•

I
1 of your favorite topping
1
I
& Iorge soft drink
I only Jl.OO ~~g~;~6 I
I
I
flllllltt..~
....
.....
Whole WheQt, NeopolitQn, SlcllfQn
127 Hcuvcud SE - 1/2 bl. South of Central

".._··

for single insertions.

Enclosed

Ar. 72701.

ATfENDt\Nf WANTEO, FULL/part time, for
Qttadr~plegi~. Will traht. Free r~til pi~~ up to
$3!JQ,OO/montiJ, 264·0569 Afler.5:30 p.m.
4!Z2
CLUII 1\lEDJTERR.A.NEAN, SAILING e~p~ditionsl

and weekends,

Classified Advertising.
(lil'IWrtn JottrnoU;m 11nd Biology)

6. Employment

SUMMI'R WORK A.VA.J!,Ail!-1': ror hard workers in
SunU\ Fe/Albuqt!crque area. E~rn $2)0/weet. Come
to Mi!PheU Hall41;!0;. 10:30, I :00, or 3:00, .room I 17,
6:00 room 119. 4121; l :00, 3:00 room U 7, 6:00 room
m.
4120
TO $600 \\'liliK. Jnland ewlornlion crews. ViBorous
nwn/w9men. Full/part year. Wilderness terrain.
Nationwide. Semi $5,00 for !)Q company directory
und jab guidelines. Job Data: Box t72, fayetteville,

ami weekends.
5/l
£NGAGEMt:N'f AND WEDDING rings. Save

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Ma rr() n H a II '

Tl·57 PROGRAMMAIIUl CALCUI,ATOR. Used
one semester. Make offer. 843-6271 after 6:30 p.m.
Ask for Lawrence.
4/24
\ll'JUGIH fRI'EZI£R ,\NO sewing mllchlne l\lo~ing
for s~Jtable home. W.ill help .lower yollr eKpenses on
food ancl clolhiug. CAll 877 6885 c>·cninss.
412>

-------.

. &Qt In the pQtio

.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cordial ·
5 Fool
10 Opening

49 Armed group
50 uncloudy
53 Scotch prename

15. Tendon
16 Silkworm

58 Payment
61 ~seaman

t7 Top actor
18 Park feature:
2 words
20 Us tens
22 Hotel
23 "The Life of

62Norse deity
63 Tree
64 Rip
65 Strokes
66 Sound out
67 $mall: Suffix

24 Garden tool
26 Underworld

DOWN

god
27 Light yellow
30 Processes
341nterior
35 Places
36 Greek Jetter
37Legurne
3EI Occupation
40Bass ~
41 Wapiti
42 Pretense
43 Louisiana
native
45 Boiled
47 Stupefied
48 Reagan, to

1 State: Abbr.
2 Neigborof
Mont.
3Suckle
4 Rifle expert
5 Verb ending
6Gibe
?·Girl'sname
8 Cooker
9 Number of
Canadian
provinces
10 Expire
11 Spoken

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved

14 Wisdom deitY 54 Nonsense

_..

pals

12 Hill
13 Simple
19 Hominy~

21 Gyrate
25Now-26 Discovers
27 Harmonizes
28 Anoint
29 Quench

440xidize
46 Drills
47 Noted sport

49 Asian animal
50 Gizzard

51 Helen's
mother
30Muck
52 Issue
31 The Hunter
32 E. Indian dog 53 Walk
33 Fixed shoes 55 Help
56 Stave
Maul
57 Present
39 Staff
59 Label
40Worship
60 Prior to
42 Abrupt

as

.

